Nightline 253-8800

Maximize Your Scores

THE PRINCETON REVIEW
Call today: 617-558-2828
Courses in Cambridge Starting Soon!

ANNOUNCING TWO NEW CREF ACCOUNTS

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS. WE RECOMMEND BOTH.

Introducing the CREF Growth Account and the CREF Equity Index Account.

Whether you want a fund that selects specific stocks or one that covers the market, we're on the same page. Our new CREF Growth and CREF Equity Index Accounts use two distinct strategies for investing in the stock market, but both aim to provide what every smart investor looks for: long-term growth that outpaces inflation.

The CREF Growth Account searches for individual companies that are poised for superior growth. In contrast, the Equity Index Account looks for more diversification, with a portfolio encompassing almost the entire range of U.S. stock investments. It will invest in stocks in the Russell 3000**, a broad index of U.S. stocks.

Like our CREF Stock Account, which combines active, indexed, and foreign investing, and our Global Equities Account, which actively seeks opportunities worldwide, the new funds are managed by experienced investment professionals. They're the same experts who have helped make TIAA-CREF the largest pension system in the U.S., managing over $130 billion in assets.

To find out more about our new stock funds and building your portfolio with TIAA-CREF just call 1-800-842-2776. And take your pick.

Ensuring the future for those who shape it.*

*The space donated by The Tech.
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SPORTS

Golfers Zone Against NU, End Season With a Winning Record

Golf, from Page 28

The pressure resulted in one final throw-in. However, Curry did have a significant weapon in their arsenal. Whenever the ball would go out of bounds after an MIT player touched it, the Colonels had Holland inbound the ball. His throw-in passes would go 30 or 40 yards directly at the MIT goal.

Fortunately for MIT, Jindal made some excellent saves by stopping those throw-ins. Holland's arm and accuracy could have been greatly needed as the Colonels could have scored with their incredible smooth swing and posted an 81, much to his own surprise. Holland, who holds nothing back when it comes to driving the ball, was able to avoid the disaster holes and shot an 82.

Morton Hough '98, a great putter, was able to conquer the slow, rain-soaked greens and shot an 83. Brian Schuler '96, who has been both brilliant and horrendous this season, played solidly and came in with an 83.

MIT shot 398 to Northeastern's 411, ending its fall match season with a winning record.

Pearlman's Two Goals Lead MIT In Rampage over Curry College

Barber '97.

the season, on an assist by Thomas goal as Pearlman connected on his continued to press Curry.

30-second period. However, MIT times during the half and twice in a ly, the Engineers were called three kepi watch on offsides. Consequent-

itam.

5-1 Engineer lead would stand until halftime. On the play Samuel Pearlman finished. After trading corner kicks on his fifth goal of the season on Frederick's second assist to give five minutes, Pearlman connected lent save to blunt a Colonel threat.

Villaquiran registered after Matt Sills could only 30 seconds after Villaquiran's goal.

Frederick's second assist to give

after Samuel Pearlman

This was a day where everything clicked for MIT. Several MIT play-

ers entered what golfers call "the zone," a state in which the person

cannot do anything wrong, where the club becomes a part of the golfer's body and the golf ball goes exactly where the player wants it to go. Almost all of the MIT golfers posted personal-best scores for the season.

Kawamoto fired an even-par 72, which included four birdies and an eagle. This tied the MIT course record at Crystal Springs. Traчасes regained some of the form that he showed in the spring, and struck the ball beautifully on route to an eagle-over-par 80.

Young Kim '98 finally showed MIT registered his fourth assist of the season after Matt Sills could

her.
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